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i have an account and password but after i selected it in the tutorial and then tried to
start the game it said "the ubisoft server is not available at this time. try again later."

i can play as the tutorial without an issue. anyone have any idea how to fix this? i
have the game up and running. i have a problem though. when i select the

"continue" button in the main menu it says that the server is loading. it then asks for
the username and password. after i input the username and password, it just sits

there. it doesn't crash, but it's like the program just freezes. i can quit the game or
hit the home button and then the main menu will come up. i can go back to the main

menu again and it does the same thing. anybody have any idea what i can do? a
business owner i know owes $16,000 a week in salaries. his director goes to his boss
and asks him to pay them. the director is an ethical guy, but his boss is not. he pays
him $16,000 weekly. in two days, he has paid his boss for the current week, but he is
two days short. he has to pay them at midnight tonight. he does not have the money
to pay them. his boss appears angry and tells him to go to his office and take a pay
cut. in one hour, he must pay them. he has no money to give them. his boss then
tells him that for every seven days, he will double his pay. if he pays them after

seven days, he will be fired. this boss and the director will never be seen again. the
director knows he will not be able to pay them in time, so he comes up with a plan.

he goes to the boss and asks for one more week’s pay. he then goes to his bank
manager and borrows the money for a week. at midnight tonight, he goes to his boss

and pays them. at the end of the week, the boss doubles his pay. he now has
$32,000 to pay his boss. he can now stop worrying about them paying him.
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unlike conventional serial ports, usb ports provide simple, universal connectivity
between a variety of devices and pcs. usb is less expensive, requires no special

drivers, and offers multiple choices of connectors and cables. a usb port is a single
interface that lets you attach anything with a male usb plug to your computer. usb

ports are popular because they provide for easy and safe data transfer, and are cost-
effective, available in a variety of standard sizes, and can be used with a broad range

of devices. for example, many laptops now incorporate usb ports. almost all usb
devices are plug-and-play; plug in the device, and a windows user interface appears.
you can use the mouse to drag and drop items such as music files, pictures, or video
files to the usb device. you can also use the keyboard to do many of the same things.

usb devices are available in all price ranges and function at both slow and fast
speeds; most usb devices are available as internal hardware devices. a usb protocol
is generally comprised of two parts, the physical connection of the electrical signals,
and the actual data exchanged. other common protocols include standard serial port
connections that use specific and unique signal protocols. usb devices are generally
attached to the computer motherboard. the usb connections offer a universal serial
bus (usb) connection, which is a standard developed by intel, microsoft, nec, and

others. usb connectors look similar to mini-usb connectors, only larger. windows pcs
have built-in devices or add-ons that support usb, and support the connection of

devices to the computer. plug-and-play usb devices have a port used for connection
to the computer, and are usually packaged to make the connection process easy.
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